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CHELLIS Investigative Field Analysis: A research report with information
gathered in desk research and interviews in all partner countries. Topical clusters
such as pollution, waste and energy production will be examined.

CHELLIS Handbook Magazine: A reference instrument for professionals working
with adult learners and migrants. This resource will feature useful guidelines,
best practice examples, and recommendations.

CHELLIS Interactive Online Platform: Engaging stories reinforcing eco-friendly
lifestyles for adult learners who want to improve their language skills. Available
for English, French, German, Greek, Italian, and Portuguese.

What is CHELLIS working on?



Each partner country carried out a
research and prepared a national
report. The national reports aim to
introduce each country’s
environmental problems and how
the country is dealing with them –
not only on a national, but also on
a local and personal level. On top
of that, each country presented  
 barriers for migrants in learning a
new language as well as ways of
coping.
 
After completing their reports that
represent the first part of this
research, the project partners
conducted a field investigation
with target groups members (adult
learners and low-qualified
migrants, adult educators/
trainers, migrant support workers),
investigating the actual situation
among these groups.

This international report is a
compilation of both countries'
national research and
investigation that aims to present
each country’s national reports
and results.

Investigative Field Analysis

"Every single one of us can contribute to a healthier climate by
adopting a more eco-friendly lifestyle. The engaging and inspiring

stories of CHELLIS will spark motivation and interest in this topic."



The CHELLIS team is already
working on its second output, the
CHELLIS Handbook Magazine,
which will be available early next
year. It will include not only 
 articles on the topic, but also
practice peek videos which will
provide insights into practice. 

The development for the third
project output, the CHELLIS
Interactive Online Platform is also
already in its initial planning
phases. The platform, featuring
stories and illustrations on
environmental topics, will be
launched for pilot testing next
spring.

Later this year, the project
consortium will meet in a training
session to prepare for the work on
these upcoming project results.

"The CHELLIS stories make language learning easy and accessible by
providing stories for different language levels."

Progress & developments
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